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Unraveling the role of tungsten as a minor alloying element in
the oxidation NiCr alloys
Cameron Volders 1, Valentina Avincola Angelici1, Iradwikanari Waluyo 2, Adrian Hunt2, Líney Árnadóttir 3 and Petra Reinke 1✉

Ni-based superalloys offer a unique combination of mechanical properties, corrosion resistance and high temperature performance.
Near ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was used to study in operando the initial steps of oxidation for Ni-5Cr, Ni-
15Cr, Ni-30Cr and Ni-15Cr-6W at 500 °C, p(O2)=10−6 mbar. The comparison of oxide evolution for these alloys quantifies the
outsized impact of W in promoting chromia formation. For the binary alloys an increase in chromia due to Cr-surface enrichment is
followed by NiO nucleation and growth thus seeding a dual-layer structure. The addition of W (Ni-15Cr-6W) shifts the reaction
pathways towards chromia thus enhancing oxide quality. Density functional theory calculations confirm that W atoms adjacent to
Cr create highly favorable oxygen adsorption sites. The addition of W supercharges the reactivity of Cr with oxygen essentially
funneling oxygen atoms into Cr sites. The experimental results are discussed in the context of surface composition, chemistry,
reactant fluxes, and microstructure.
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INTRODUCTION
Ni-based superalloys, steels, and Ni-Al alloys are often designed
with mechanical, or thermal properties in mind, but in contrast to
these design intentions, their use and lifetime is frequently limited
by the ability of the alloy to withstand adverse conditions such as
immersion in saltwater, high atmospheric concentrations of sulfur,
acidic solutions, and radiation-induced defects1–10. The load
imparted by environmental stressors is significant and of particular
concern for alloys integrated in energy applications such as
batteries and fuel cells11–13. Ni-Cr alloys are multipotent materials
that are not only used as structural materials but also find
applications as catalysts and interconnects in fuel cells14–16. The
challenge to mitigate degradation can be met by using alloys that
foster the formation of stable and resilient passive layers, usually a
dense oxide such as alumina or chromia.
Building a comprehensive understanding of the oxidation

process is of great importance and extends from high temperature
performance to intermediate temperatures where thermodynamic
equilibrium is not achieved1,17–35. Over many years of alloy and
oxidation research, it has been demonstrated that the addition of
minor alloying elements, MAE, (<10 at%) and even trace elements
(<1 at%) can have an outsized impact on the formation of the
preferred oxide and consequently the reliability of the protective
oxide layer. The impact of adding Mo or W to the alloy is well-
documented for dry and aqueous corrosion where it is uniquely
powerful in limiting pitting events2,4,5,30,36–39. The majority of
models describing the impact of MAEs to date relate performance
nearly exclusively to processes within the Mo/W-containing oxide
layer based on “sequestration” of defects and stabilization or local
passivation of pits40–44. In contrast to the wealth of studies in this
field the detailed mechanisms which impart this “gain of function”
are not well understood, thus limiting systematic predictions of
materials performance. Advancing the mechanistic understanding
of the alloy surface reactions is critical to fully integrate the

oxidation reaction, and corrosion protection in the pertinent alloy
design space.
A critical aspect of the oxide formation are the initial reaction

steps leading from the alloy surface to a closed oxide film where
growth kinetics can then be described following the Cabrera-Mott
model. The post-growth analysis of oxide films forms the rich basis
for our current knowledge on oxidation. Relatively new techniques
such as ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (NAP-
XPS), and in-situ transmission electron microscopy25,26,30,45–49

have opened a window to in operando studies, which offer unique
and detailed information about the oxidation process. Our work
presented here uses NAP-XPS to compare the oxidation between
Ni-Cr alloys and Ni-Cr-W alloys and the exposure time equals 25 μs
at atmospheric pressure (~5000 s of oxidation at 10−6 mbar). This
is a short time with respect to oxide scale growth but the events
during this initial growth step are thought to influence the
subsequent growth progression and performance. The compar-
ison of “exposure time” does not take into account the variations
in oxide surface defects or (possibly) pressure dependent surface
reconstructions, which is often referred to as the “pressure gap”
and subject to future work. One example where surface reactions
play out on these short timescales, is the creation and subsequent
oxidation of bare alloy surfaces formed at the crack tip during
crack initiation and propagation. It is evident from several recent
studies that reactions at the alloy surfaces can not be inferred by
comparing the reactions of pure element surfaces17,25,26,45,50.

RESULTS
Pristine alloy – core level analysis
The result section is partitioned as following: (i) composition of the
pristine alloy surface immediately prior to the start of oxidation, (ii)
oxidation of the binary alloys Ni-5Cr, Ni-15Cr, and Ni-30Cr and
evolution of the oxide layer, (iii) oxidation of the ternary Ni-15Cr-
6W alloy and comparison with the binary alloys. Figure 1 shows
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the Ni 2p3/2 and Cr 2p3/2 core levels for the binary Ni-15Cr and
ternary Ni-15Cr-6W alloys prior to oxygen exposure. They are
positioned at 852.6 and 574.2 eV, respectively, in agreement with
the literature51–54. The characteristic asymmetry caused by the
metallicity of the material is readily apparent on the high binding
energy side, and the Ni-satellite is positioned at 858.6 eV (see
Supplementary Fig. 2). Peak positions are constant, but the FWHM
(full width at half maximum) for the Cr 2p peak is reduced from
2.2 eV (Ni-5Cr, Ni-15Cr) to 1.8 eV (Ni-30Cr) and 1.4 eV (Ni-15Cr-6W),
while the FWHM (full width at half maximum) for Ni 2p remains
constant with 1.2 eV. The instrumental resolution is 0.1 to 0.2 eV
and thus smaller than the widths of the core levels. The reduction
in peak width can be associated with an increase in the core hole
lifetime, whereas a long core hole lifetime is associated with a
narrow Lorentzian contribution to the peak width via the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle. The disorder within the binary
and ternary alloys, respectively the local variation in nearest

neighbor configurations, can also lead to the observed modula-
tion of the peak shape through the change in average local
potential around the core hole. A modulation of the short range
order (SRO) might explain the difference in the FWHM between
Ni-15Cr and N-15Cr-6W55.

Surface composition of alloys
The surface composition of the alloys immediately prior to the
start of the oxidation at T= 500 °C and after the reduction of the
native oxide layer is summarized in Table 1; oxygen was <0.5 at%
for any of the surfaces. Surprisingly all alloys are surface enriched
in Cr and this effect is especially strong for the ternary alloys. This
observation is counter to the calculations by Ruban et al.56 who
predicted anti-segregation in dilute Ni-Cr with Ni as a host and Cr
as the solute on the FCC(111) surface. The IMFP (inelastic mean
free path) of a photoexcited Cr 2p core electron excited at a
photon energy of hν= 1120 eV barely exceeds 2 nm, and the Cr-

Fig. 1 Alloy core level spectra. Ni 2p3/2 and Cr 2p3/2 core level spectra including experimental data (symbols) and fit results for a binary and
ternary alloy with the same Ni/Cr ratio. The fit envelope and fit peaks with a Doniach-Sunic lineshape are marked as a full line, the Shirley
background is the broken line. The Ni 2p3/2 peak includes the satellite peak.
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enrichment is confined to the top few surface layers as shown in
Supplementary Fig. 3. The complete dataset for Cr-segregation is
included in the Supplementary Fig. 3. Possible reactions leading to
the surface enrichment after annealing and reduction include (i)
the reduction of the native oxide leaves behind a Cr-enriched
surface with limited dissolution of surface Cr into the bulk, (ii) Cr
surface accumulation through rapid Cr diffusion along grain
boundaries but limited dissolution into the bulk within the
experimental timeframe, or (iii) segregation of Cr at the surface on
non-(111) surfaces counter to the predictions by Ruban et al. for
(111) surfaces56. It is worth noting that for alloys with much larger
grains as discussed in Supplementary Note 3 and Supplementary
Fig. 9, the Cr surface enrichment is at most 2.5% pointing to a
decisive role of alloy microstructure in controlling surface
composition. The mechanism of surface enrichment in Cr is
subject to additional experimentation.

Oxide evolution of Ni-15Cr
A complete set of spectra acquired in the oxidation of Ni-15Cr is
summarized in Fig. 2. The cumulative oxidation time is 4,200 s, and
metal and oxide contributions are marked. As the oxidation
progresses the information depth of the photoemission signal
moves gradually from the alloy into the oxide, hence the
attenuation of the alloy signal can be used to deduce additional
kinetic information. The transformation of Ni to NiO is gradual and
the broad peak on the high binding energy side, which
corresponds to the complex multiplet structure of Ni-oxides, gains
in intensity as the oxidation progresses. On the other hand, Cr(0) is
rapidly and completely transformed into chromia leaving behind a
Cr-depleted alloy sub-surface region.
Figure 3 summarizes representative results of the Ni 2p core

level fit for the binary alloys. The Ni 2p and Cr 2p core level fitting
process is discussed in the Supplementary Figs. 2, 4 and 5, and
Supplementary Note 1. The constrained fit described in the
method section and Supplementary Information deliver the
relative contributions of oxide and metal for each oxidation step.
Examples for early and late stages of oxidation are summarized in
Fig. 3a–c.
A single additional peak beyond the NiO reference multiplet

structure is introduced to achieve a high quality fit, and this
contribution is tentatively assigned to Ni3+.57,58, The spectra do
not support the presence of spinel (NiCr2O4) which is concluded
from the comparison with a set of synthetic spectra with variable
NiO and spinel components shown in Supplementary Fig. 5. Payne
et al.58, in their study of the oxidation of polycrystalline Ni,
observed Ni 2p peak shapes near identical to those in our work
and suggested that the additional contribution is due to Ni3+ from
defect states – an interpretation which is reflected in several other
publications59–61. This assignment is tentative54,60 but offers a
possible interpretation of bonding states not native to perfect NiO.
We henceforth label this defect population as Ni3+ but significant
compositional and defect complexity can hide beneath this label.
The defect concentration, respectively the Ni3+ peak intensity, is

near constant throughout the oxide growth (Fig. 3d). This excludes

Table 1. Bulk and Surface Composition: Bulk and surface
compositions for all alloys used in this study from EDS analysis (bulk),
and XPS (surface and near-surface).

Alloy Composition at Surface Ni at. % Cr at. % W at. %

Ni-5Cr (wt. %)
Ni-5.61Cr (at. %)

86.2 13.8 -

Ni-15Cr (wt. %)
Ni-16.61Cr (at. %)

73.3 26.7 -

Ni-30Cr (wt. %)
Ni-32.6Cr (at. %)

50.3 49.7 -

Ni-15Cr-6W (wt. %)
Ni-17.3Cr-1.96W (at. %)

53.1 44.0 2.9

XPS surface sensitivity is varied through take-off angle and photon energy.
A graph with a larger sample selection is included in the Supplementary
Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 Ni and Cr evolution. a Schematic illustration of the experiment progression. The information depth window for XPS moves away from
the alloy-oxide interface over time. Signal attenuation of the alloy is therefore a signature of oxide growth and growth mode. b Ni 2p3/2, and
(c) Cr 2p3/2 core levels as a function of oxidation time – the spectrum in blue is the pristine alloy immediately before start of the oxidation
experiment.
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the interpretation of this state as being solely due to alloy-oxide
interface defects, and strongly suggests that a stable population of
defects is retained throughout the growth process. Small
contributions of radiation damage cannot be entirely
excluded62,63. The Ni3+ contribution of about 20% seems relatively
large, but the small thickness of the oxide layers of only a few nm,
and the fine grained microstructure can contribute to an overall
high defect concentration.

Oxide evolution: Binary and ternary alloys
The evolution of oxide and its composition over time is illustrated
in Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 4 summarizes the attenuation of the alloy
signal (Ni+Cr) in Fig. 4a, and the increase in oxide signal
throughout the growth process in Fig. 4b. All intensities are
normalized to the signal intensity at t=0 for the respective
experiment and the sample is stationary for the entire time of
each oxidation experiment. The Cr concentration in the near-
interface region of the alloy as shown in Fig. 4, decreases rapidly
to less than 1 at% for all alloys with the exception of the ternary
alloy Ni-15Cr-6W at 400 °C where a constant near-interface
concentration for Cr of about 5% is retained. For the ternary alloy
held at 500 °C the oxidation process is so rapid that no alloy signal
is observed any more after 1,000 s (Fig. 4b). The attenuation of the
alloy signal is directly correlated with the overall oxide growth
mode and growth kinetics and shows significant variations as a
function of alloy composition.
It is tempting to use these data to derive oxidation kinetics.

However, this poses a significant challenge, which is directly
related to the functional form of the signal attenuation for the
alloy (or increase for the oxide) during oxide growth. For a layer-

by-layer growth this can be captured with the Lambert-Beer
equation or the Strohmeier formula64, but this is not the case for
island growth modes. None of our observations strictly follow the
layer-by-layer description which is captured with an exponential
function. While modified equations exist for various island growth
modes, the complexity of the oxide layer with mixed contributions
from two different oxides prohibits a reliable quantitative
interpretation. It is nonetheless of interest to illustrate an analysis
which leads from the data presented in Fig. 5 to an assessment of
equivalent film thickness deqiv (assuming a layer-by-layer growth
mode) and then derives the respective growth rates R from
d(dequiv)/dt. This process is described in the Supplementary Note
2, and Supplementary Figs. 6 and 7.

Development of oxide composition over time
Figure 5 addresses the composition of the oxide layer as a
function of alloy composition and oxidation time. The XPS data
support the assignment of Ni-oxide and Cr-oxide to Ni(II)O and
Cr(III)2O3 through comparison with reference samples51,52,60,65,66.
The work by Luo et al. performed close to our experimental
conditions with in-situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
agrees with our observations of NiO, and Cr2O3

26. In all binary
alloys, the oxidation starts with an initial and rapid appearance of
Cr2O3 which is followed by the growth of NiO. For Ni-5Cr and Ni-
15Cr the chromia signal is reduced over time, and only NiO
contributions continue to increase which is commensurate with
NiO overgrowing the chromia layer. In Ni-30Cr and the ternary
alloys, chromia rapidly forms and NiO remains the smaller
component. The protective function of chromia can only be
realized by forming a continuous seed layer, even if it is very thin,

Fig. 3 Ni core level. Example of Ni2p3/2 peak fit for all binary alloys towards the end of the oxidation experiment: red line/symbols – experimental
data, black line – fit envelope, broken line – Shirley background – green lines: Ni(II) multiplet from NiO reference spectra, yellow line: assigned
tentatively to Ni3+ [alternative assignments are discussed in the text], blue line – Ni(0) in alloy. a Ni-30Cr, b Ni-15Cr, c Ni-5Cr. The oxide contribution
to the Ni-5Cr peak is clearly visible but its intensity is insufficient to fit the oxide contributions; the fit for the alloy peak is included in the graph.
a, b include the fit following the assignments established by Payne et al. (d) summarizes the Ni3+ contributions for Ni-15Cr and Ni-30Cr as a function
of oxidation time. The error bar in Fig. 3(d) in the contribution of the Ni3+/defect peak to Ni2p core level is ±5%. The error bar on the time axis is
smaller than the size of the marker.
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at the alloy-oxide interface. This continuity will not be realized for
Cr-poor alloys.
The following sequence emerges: the thermodynamic pre-

ference for the formation of chromia plays out in the very early
stages of oxidation leading to the nucleation of chromia islands
which are subsequently buried beneath NiO. The kinetic
preference for NiO nucleation, generally attributed to its epitaxial
relation to the alloy17,38,50, is not sufficient to suppress chromia
formation. In addition, chromia formation is supported by the Cr-
enrichment of the alloys surfaces as summarized in Table 1 and is
addressed in more detail in the discussion section. The formation
of NiO in the ternary alloy is nearly completely suppressed as
summarized in Fig. 4 – more so for the oxidation at 500 °C than at
400 °C. The fit of the Cr 2p multiplet for the chromia layer on the
ternary alloy agrees very well with the chromia reference sample
(Fig. 5f). The fit included in Fig. 5f is in agreement with51,66 and the
recent work by Vasconcelos Borges Pinho et al. which includes a
calculation of the multiplet splitting67.

Tungsten integration in oxide layer
The W 4f core levels for 400 °C and 500 °C oxidation of the ternary
alloys are shown in Fig. 6a, b. The core levels are normalized to
unit height and both panels include the fit of the W 4f peak
including W metal and oxide: W(0) and W(VI)-oxide (WO3) W 4f7/2
contributions are positioned at 31.5 eV, and 35.2 eV binding
energy, respectively, and included in the fit. For 500 °C the oxide
contribution is minute, and the W(0) signal for the alloy (Ni+Cr
+W=100at%) is 5.1at% at t=0, and 8at% at t=1995 s. Longer
oxidation times show only Cr-oxide, and the alloy signal is
attenuated correspondingly (Figs. 4 and 5). In contrast, for the

400 °C oxidation process W(0) and W(VI) oxide contributions are
detected throughout the experiment. This leads us to propose
that tungsten is enriched at the NiO-chromia interface, which is
commensurate with current models on the role of W in the repair
of pitting sites in aqueous corrosion5,38.
The O 1s peak is unfortunately less informative since it includes

a multitude of superimposed contributions, which are only
distinguished by relatively small chemical shifts: chemisorbed
oxygen on the alloy surface, chemi- and physisorbed oxygen68 on
the oxide surfaces and at defects, and oxygen bound in the oxide
layer. For all samples, the oxygen concentration exceeds the
stoichiometric contributions expected from the oxides during the
NAP-XPS experiment by 20–40% which confirms oxide termina-
tion with oxygen atoms, or even dissolution of some oxygen
within the surface layers of the alloy69. Select examples of the O 1s
core level are included in the Supplementary Fig. 8.

DISCUSSION
This work was designed to shed light on the initial steps in the
oxidation process integrating with earlier studies observing the
oxidation at the nanoscale with scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM)17,50. The oxidation conditions here are chosen specifically to
observe the competition between Ni and Cr oxidation, and the
cross-comparison between four alloys – three binary and one
ternary - leads to insight about the role of W as a minor alloying
element. The operando mode in NAP-XPS informs about the
transition from clean alloy surface to the first few nanometers of
oxide where the process moves into the much better studied
Cabrera Mott regime. The sequence of oxidation, the contributions

Fig. 4 Alloy and oxide evolution. a, b Decomposition of the Ni 2p3/2, and Cr 2p3/2 core levels into alloy and oxide contributions for 4 alloys at
500 °C, and Ni-15Cr-6W at 400 °C, respectively. The sum of (alloy+oxide) signal is normalized to 1 to allow for direct comparison between all
datasets. The relative contributions of alloy and oxide are determined from the fit for each oxidation step, and all alloys studied. For all
experiments at 500 °C no Cr is detected except for small contributions far below the bulk alloy levels in the first two oxidation steps. c Alloy
composition for Ni-15-6W oxidized at 400° C, which is the only alloy where Cr and W can still be detected in the vicinity of the alloy-oxide
interface.
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of Ni-defects and Ni3+, and the integration of W-oxide at grain
boundaries are addressed in the result section and supported by
information included in the Supplementary Information. One of
the most dramatic results is the impact of W on the progression of
the oxidation reaction whose interpretation is supported by the
introduction of surface chemical models to fully capture this
observation. We propose that the interplay between several
mechanisms – surface chemistry, variation in surface composition
and segregation, and modulation of bulk and grain boundary
diffusivity – drives the significant shift in oxide composition
following the addition of W to the alloy.
Figure 7 summarizes the relation between chromia content in

the oxide, alloy bulk and surface compositions. The oxide layer
compositions are calculated from the XPS results, and also
presented in Figs. 4, 5, Table 1, Supplementary Note 3 and
Supplementary Fig. 9 (for the large grain sample). For the chromia
content in the oxide the largest value observed within each
oxidation sequence is used. The Cr content at binary alloy surfaces
scales linearly with the bulk composition with the exception of the
Ni-15Cr large grain sample (Supplementary Fig. 9) whose surface
enrichment is only about 2%. We tentatively attribute this
difference to the reduced Cr-transport along grain boundaries in

the large grain sample. For the ternary alloy, Ni-15Cr-6W, the
surface is strongly enriched in Cr and approaches the surface
composition of Ni-30Cr. Again the large grain sample is an
exception and surface enrichment is minimal at only a few
percent. All ternary alloys, irrespective of degree of surface
enrichment with Cr, show a strong propensity to form chromia
rich oxide layers exceeding in all cases 85%. Large grain samples
express the same preference for chromia formation despite their
small Cr-surface enrichment. The comparison between strongly
and weakly Cr enriched surfaces strengthens the view that surface
composition, while important, cannot solely explain our observa-
tions, and surface chemistry has to be considered to fully capture
the initial oxidation steps.
We therefore propose that an additional mechanism, related to

the surface chemistry of the alloy, plays a significant role in
defining the preference for chromia formation on the ternary alloy
surfaces. Surface chemistry models might offer a pathway to
predict the impact of minor alloying elements and aid in the
design of new and improved alloys. We therefore performed a set
of DFT calculations to assess the preferential adsorption sites for O
atoms on different alloy surface configurations, Ni(100) with Cr or
W surface substitution and Ni(100) with Cr and W surface

Fig. 5 Oxide composition. Chemically distinct contributions to the oxide signal for all alloys and both oxidation temperatures. The color
coding of the sum over all oxide contributions follows the scheme set up in Fig. 4. a–c Binary alloys with Ni-oxide and Cr-oxide contributions.
d, e Oxide composition of the ternary alloys, whereas oxidation at 500 °C only yields Cr-oxide. And (f) shows a fit of the Cr 2p3/2 core level
observed in (e) after the first few oxidation steps. The fit uses the multiplet peaks as described by Payne et al. for a chromia reference sample.
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substitution, as shown in Fig. 8. The different top, hollow and
bridge sites were probed, and the lowest energy sites are included
in the figure. Cr, and W atoms are substituted for a surface Ni in
the Ni-layer to represent binary and ternary alloy configurations, in
1/9 or 2/9 surface concentrations as well as at higher surface
concentrations 3/9 or 4/9. Figure 8 shows the most stable
adsorption sites for each alloy configuration. Bader analysis for the
surface shows that the alloying atom charges are about 0.1 |e|
smaller on the W-Cr/Ni(100) surface than on the W/Ni(100) or Cr/
Ni(100) surfaces. The Bader charge on W in W-Cr/Ni(100) is 0.50 |e|,
compared to 0.61 |e| in W/Ni(100), and the Bader charge on Cr in
W-Cr/Ni(100) is 0.58 |e|, compared to 0.68 |e| in Cr/Ni(100). The
d-band center of the W-Cr/Ni(100) surface is closer to the Fermi
level than the W/Ni(100) or Cr/Ni(100) surfaces, which is expected
based on their relative position in the periodic table. The d-band
center of W-Cr/Ni(100) is −0.85 eV, which is closer to the Fermi
energy than the d-band center of W/Ni(100) at −1.05 eV and the
d-band center of Cr/Ni(100) at −0.91 eV. This calculation considers
the d-band center of the entire top layer but we can also look at
the shift of just the W d-band.
At the lower alloy concentration on the W/Ni(100) surface, O

binds on top of the W atom with a binding energy of −4.27 eV. On
the Cr/Ni(100) surface, O binds at a hollow site adjacent to the Cr
atom with a binding energy of −3.81 eV. The lowest energy
adsorption site on the 3/9 surface is at a hollow site where the O
interacts mostly with 2Cr and 1 Ni with binding energy of −4.36 V
while at the 4/9 surface the O interacts mainly with 2 Cr and 1 W
the lowest adsorption site with the adsorption energy of −5.0 eV.
It is particularly notable that the lowest energy binding site of O
on the W-Cr/Ni(100) surface is at the bridge site between the W
and Cr atoms with a binding energy of −4.79 eV for the low
surface concentration and between 1W and 2Cr at higher surface
concentrations with a binding energy of −5.0 eV. O binds stronger
to the W-Cr/Ni(100) surface than the W/Ni(100) or Cr/Ni(100)

surface, which is expected due to the higher d-band center of W-
Cr/Ni(100). These results are in agreement with Hammer and
Nørskov’s d-band model70 that states that a surface with a higher
d-band center binds the adsorbate more strongly. In short – a
larger Cr content in the surface enhances reaction with oxygen,
but the addition of W essentially supercharges the reactivity of Cr
with oxygen.
The DFT calculations illustrate that the initial adsorption site for

O at the W-Cr bridge position or at the W-Cr-Cr hollow site can
serve as the primary nucleation site to initiate the formation of Cr-
oxides over Ni-oxide. Essentially, W is feeding O to Cr, thus
denying O to Ni, and a larger Cr concentration favors oxygen
adsorption, but addition of W delivers an even stronger
preference for adsorption for the same Cr-atom configuration.
The strong local chemical potential gradient in response to the
initial surface reaction is the driving force to continue rapid
growth of Cr-oxide and suppresses at the same time the
nucleation of NiO. W atoms act essentially as a catalyst that
initiates the formation of the coveted chromia. Future simulations
will take it a step further and include different surface orientations,
and the transition from initial adsorption site to toxide nuclei.
The continued chromia growth in the presence of W none-

theless has to be supported by Cr-transport from bulk to surface
otherwise chromia growth will cease. The latter is seen in the Ni-
5Cr and Ni-15Cr experiments where chromia growth is slowed
down considerably after the first 2000 s of oxygen exposure. The
lattice diffusion is relatively sluggish for Cr with a Dv

* value of
9.3 × 10−21 m2/s in Ni-22Cr at 540 °C71. The alloys need to be
depleted of Cr to a depth of roughly ~15 ± 3 nm to build a
chromia layer of a few nm as it is observed towards the end of our
experiments. This value is derived from a mass balance
consideration laid out in Supplementary Fig. 10 and agrees with
the diffusion length d calculated using d ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

D�
v

p

t where t is the
timescale of the experiment. A significantly longer diffusion length

Fig. 6 Tungsten Contribution. W4f core level recorded during the oxidation of Ni-15Cr-6W at (a) 500 °C, and (b) 400 °C. The experimental
spectra are marked with a red line-symbol, and the fit envelope is a black line. The W metal (blue line) and oxide signals (green line) are
separated with a fit. The respective time since start of oxidation is given on the right hand side of each graph, and (b) includes the metal/oxide
ratio. The oxide contributions in (a) is below 10%.
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is necessary to supply the requisite Cr atoms and sustain chromia
growth in the Ni-15Cr- W alloys at 500 °C and at 400 °C. Intuitively
the required increase in the lattice diffusion following the addition
of a small percentage of W appears unlikely, and grain boundary
diffusion, and specifically an enhanced grain boundary diffusion
related to the presence of W might be necessary72. Unfortunately,
the diffusion constants for Cr in Ni-15Cr-6W are not available in

the literature to the best of our knowledge, and our argument has
to remain incomplete for the time being.
The operando study of Ni-Cr and Ni-Cr-W alloys offers insight in

the initial stages of oxidation, the competition between Ni-oxide
and Cr-oxide formation under oxidation conditions where
thermodynamic and kinetic factors compete. The comparison of
oxide evolution for four different alloys with variable Cr and W
content quantifies the role of W as a minor alloying element. We
propose that the interplay between several mechanisms controls
the oxide composition: (i) surface chemistry, (ii) variation in surface
composition, and (iii) modulation of bulk and grain boundary
diffusivity and its relation to alloy microstructure. DFT calculations
illustrate that W adjacent to a Cr site or Cr cluster in the surface
increases its propensity to react with oxygen: the surface
chemistry is manipulated by the minor alloying element during
the initial reaction steps at the alloy surface. This preference is
thought to lower the activation barrier to chromia formation,
leading to a chromia richer oxide. The surface chemistry plays out
in the context of Cr transport within the alloy bulk, and at alloy
grain boundaries. Unfortunately, the lack of data for the ternary
Ni-Cr-W alloy limits our ability to fully separate the role of surface
chemistry and reactant fluxes. Comparisons between small and
large grain alloys as described in the Supplementary Information
support the dominance of grain boundary over lattice diffusion in
its influence on the progression of the oxidation. With this work
we demonstrate the relevance of surface chemical aspects in
oxidation, and the rich datasets which can be accessed with
operando experiments.

METHODS
Experimental setup and materials
The NAP-XPS (near ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy)
experiments were performed at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) -
National Synchrotron Light Source-II (NSLS-II) at the IOS (23-ID-2) beamline,
which is an elliptically polarized undulator beamline with high brightness
in the soft X-ray regime. The pressure regime used on our work is lower
than true ambient conditions to slow down the reaction sufficiently for
detailed observation, but nonetheless require a specialized setup which
extends the pressure regime for electron spectroscopy where electron
spectroscopy can be performed. The Ni-Cr alloys were cast into rectangular
prisms, cold-worked to between 22 and 24% strain and then recrystallized
at 900 °C for 1 h. The Ni-Cr-W alloy was recrystallized at 1300 °C. Alloy
processing was done by J. Perepezko at the University of Wisconsin38.
Sample homogeneity and composition was confirmed with Energy-
Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS), and the samples were then polished with
a SiC grit and diamond solution to a mirror finish. An SEM (scanning
electron microscope) micrograph of the Ni-15wt%Cr sample after
oxidation is included in the Supplementary Fig. 1, which shows a

Fig. 7 Cr distribution. Comparison between chromia content in the
oxide layer and the bulk and surface composition of the respective
alloy. The compositions are calculated from the XPS results, and also
included in Figs. 4, 5, Table 1, and Supplementary Information Fig. 9
for the large grain sample. For the chromia content in the oxide the
largest value observed within each oxidation sequence is used. The
error bar is ± 4% for the chromia contribution to the oxide
(ordinate), and ± 2% for the Cr contribution in the alloy (abscissa).

Fig. 8 O-adsorption sites. Summary of the most stable adsorption sites for atomic oxygen on different surfaces as calculated with DFT for
FCC surfaces with one to four non-Ni atoms. Labeled n/m where n is the number of non-Ni atoms and m= 9 as the number of surface atoms.
The figures are arranged in order of O binding energy from the weakest (A) to the strongest binding energy (E) A at 1/9 Cr surface alloy and
the lowest energy adsorption site is at the Ni-Cr 4-fold site; B at 1/9 W surface alloy the on-top O site is most stable; C a 3/9 Cr surface alloy and
the Cr-Ni-Cr hollow site is most stable; D at 2/9 Cr/W surface alloy with the bridge site between W and Cr as the energetically favorable site;
E at 4/9 Cr/W surface alloy a W-Cr-Cr hollow site is most stable. This is also the overall most stable configuration of the three structures.
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representative grain size distribution. The alloy compositions were Ni 5wt%
Cr, Ni 15wt%Cr, Ni 30wt%Cr, and one ternary alloy with Ni 15wt%Cr 6wt%
W. All alloy compositions are given in wt% unless otherwise noted.
For NAP-XPS experiments, the sample was mounted on top of a ceramic

button heater and a type-K thermocouple was placed between the sample
and the heater. The alloys were annealed at T= 800 °C in the ultra-high
vacuum (UHV) chamber (base pressure ~ p(O2) = 10−9 torr) to remove the
native oxide layer. The cleanliness of the sample was confirmed with XPS
and no oxygen was present within the detection limit of about 1.0%. The
samples were cooled down to 500 °C and 400 °C, respectively, with the
lower temperature used for one experiment with Ni-15Cr-6W, and the
oxidation experiment started immediately. A complete set of core level
spectra Ni 2p, Cr 2p, W 4f, and O 1s was recorded just prior to oxygen
exposure. The photon energy was set to hν= 1120 eV which yields an
inelastic mean free path (IMFP) of about 0.6 nm for Ni 2p, 1.0 nm for Cr 2p,
1.5 nm for W 4f, and 1.1 nm for O 1s using the respective kinetic energies
of the photoelectron73. The p(O2) of high-purity (99.997%) molecular
oxygen was adjusted at 10−6 torr which corresponds to 1 L (Langmuir) for
an exposure of 1 s, and the Ni 2p, Cr 2p, W 4f, and O 1s core levels were
recorded up to a maximum exposure time of 5000 s in operando. A single
core level averaged over 3 scans takes about 200 s, and a set of Ni 2p, Cr
2p, (W 4f) core levels was recorded in this order for the entire exposure
period, with O 1s spectra included every few cycles. The pass energy was
set to 10 eV for all measurements, which yields an energy resolution of
0.2 eV. Step size of 0.1 eV was used for Ni 2p, and 0.05 eV for Cr 2p and W
4f. The samples were not moved during the in operando oxidation
experiment and we therefore can directly compare signal intensities within
an experiment over the entire oxidation time. Beam induced reduction can
not be identified unambiguously and is therefore assumed to be smaller
than the inherent experimental error and fluctuation between core level
measurements. All measurements are recorded at the temperature of the
oxidation experiment.

Analysis of spectra
The spectra were analyzed with KolXPD, version 1.08, fitting software and
fit with a Shirley background, a Doniach-Sunjic function convoluted with a
Gaussian function for Ni, Cr and W metals peaks to account for their
inherent asymmetry53, and all oxide peaks were fit using Voigt functions.
The Shirley background is fixed at the flat sections of the spectra, for
example at 870 eV and 847 eV on either side of the Ni 2p3/2 core level. The
Au 4f7/2 peak was positioned at a binding energy of 84.0 eV for energy
calibration and measured on a Au foil mounted on the sample holder. The
peak parameters for the pristine alloy (Ni 2p, Cr 2p, and W 4f) are used to fit
the Ni(0), Cr(0), and W(0) components of the core levels during oxidation,
and compositions are calculated using the cross sections tabulated by Yeh
et al. for the respective photon energy74. Contributions from the Ni 2p1/2
core level were not taken into account and this will slightly modulate the
Shirley background shape compared to the fit of both components. We did
not measure the Ni 2p1/2 core level in this experiment and favored a higher
time resolution over measuring both spin-orbit components. The oxide
contributions to the core levels include complex multiplets from the
splitting of the final state energies caused by the partially occupied
d-states. These multiplets are fit using the values tabulated for the
reference materials by Biesinger et al. and Payne et al.52,65,66 for NiO, Cr2O3,
and NiCr2O4. The peak parameters used for the oxide fit include relative
peak positions (ΔE between multiplet components), intensity ratio
between multiplet components, and FWHM (full width at half maximum)
and are permitted to fluctuate only within narrow margins for a highly
constrained fit. The overall intensity of oxide and alloy contributions are
adjusted during the fit to determine relative contributions as a function of
oxidation time. The large number of peaks within the multiplets
necessitates this approach which is based on the knowledge of the
signatures of the pure materials. The quality of every fit is judged by the
residuals, and this fit method yields consistently high-quality results. The
noise in the spectra is smaller than the fluctuations in the residuals owing
to the excellent signal-to-noise-ratio. Residuals with near-random varia-
tions in intensity are used as the sign of a high-quality fit.

Density functional theory calculations
The details for the computational methods used to assess the energetic
preference for O-bonding to select adsorption sites on the binary and
ternary alloy surfaces were published previously75. In short, density
functional theory calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab-initio

Simulations Package76–79 (VASP) using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof gen-
eralized gradient approximation80,81 (PBE-GGA) to describe the exchange
correlations potential energy and the projector augmented wave82,83

(PAW) method for the core electrons. The calculations are spin polarized
and include magnetization effects of Ni and Cr. The Brillouin zone was
sampled using a 5 × 5 × 1 kpoints Monkhorst-Pack grid and the plane-wave
cutoff kinetic energy was 400 eV. The surface slab was 7 layer thick, 3 × 3
cell, with a 20 Å vacuum separating the periodic images. The adsorbate
and the top 4 layers were allowed to relax and the Ni-W-Cr surface was
made by replacing two adjacent Ni atoms in the surface layer with W and
Cr reflecting the random solid solution. The binding energy of O was also
calculated at 3/9 (3Cr) and 4/9 (3Cr, 1W) surface concentrations for
comparison. 5 different (3/9) and 11 different (4/9) configuration were
minimized to determine the lowest energy surface configuration. O
adsorption was only calculated for the lowest energy surface configuration.
All oxygen binding energies are relative to 1/2 O2 in the gas phase.
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